
SAVING YOU TIME.

GETTING YOU RESULTS.

SAVE  THOUSANDS  OF  DOLLARS  ON  TRA INING
When your time is so valuable, every minute

counts.  Training new attorneys takes considerable

time—most of which is non-billable.   Providing the

type of training comparable to the comprehensive

course offered by ELT would require your senior

attorneys to each spend dozens of hours preparing

and presenting.  Instead, for the cost of just a few

billable hours, your attorneys will receive top notch

training and save your firm countless billable,

profitable hours.
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ACCELERATE  PRODUCTIVE  ATTORNEY

CONTRIBUTION
Strong support from junior attorneys can make a

tremendous difference on partners.  Not only is it

difficult to find those attorneys, it takes time for

them to gain the substantial knowledge necessary to

meaningfully contribute.  Instead of years of training

and high investment costs, ELT will accelerate that

process exponentially, providing attendees with a

strong an immediate grasp of critical litigation

concept which will allow them to make an impact

on your cases now!

ATTORNEYS  WILL  FULLY  GRASP  THE

LITIGATION  PROCESS
Due to a lack of meaningful experience, junior

attorneys are rarely capable of understanding how

the small piece of the litigation puzzle they are

responsible for fits together to impact the whole

case (i.e., how effective discovery impacts a

dispositive motion).  While years of experience

typically generates that understanding, ELT provides

it now by explaining and emphasizing each piece to

the puzzle so your attorneys return to work with the

knowledge to contribute at a high level.

LESS  BILLABLE  WASTE  AND  WRITE  OFFS
Junior attorneys take longer to accomplish assigned

tasks.  This typically results in written off hours,

increased frustration, and higher stress.  While this is

expected, and even commonplace, ELT provides

junior attorneys the skills to quickly improve their

overall efficiency, more effectively capturing their

time and increasing their profitability to the firm.

REGISTER NOW

ELT Guides Attorneys to be Skilled
Litigators Faster

www.elitelitigationtraining.com
(949) 317-4417

How Does ELT Benefit Your Firm?
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SAVING YOU TIME.

GETTING YOU RESULTS.

YOU 'LL  LOSE  VALUABLE  TIME
Time spent training may be an investment (if you are

able to retain the attorney for long enough), but it

takes away from productive billable time and new

client marketing opportunities.  Over the course of

the first few years, senior attorneys and partners can

expect to spend, at a minimum, dozens of hours

training junior attorneys.  Instead, send them to ELT

and allow your senior attorneys and partners to focus

on their strengths, generating revenue and building

business.
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JUNIOR  ATTORNEYS  WILL  BE  LESS  EFFECTIVE
Litigation is a skill taught in practice, not in school.  It

takes considerable time to begin to understand the

breadth of the litigation process and begin to put

the puzzle together quickly.  This time of growth is

often very wasteful for firms, who have to give junior

attorneys basic assignments and, often, reduce or

write off their time.  Sending your attorneys to ELT

puts them in a position to be more effective faster,

teaching them critical and fundamental litigation

techniques and strategies that will reduce ineffective

and wasteful time.

INCREASED  STRESS  AND  FRUSTRATION
Litigation is not for the faint of heart.  Adding a lack

of direction and understanding to that equation

tends to cause junior attorneys unnecessary stress

and frustration which, in turn, reduces

effectiveness.  Rather than allow your attorneys to

enter into that negative space, or learn bad habits

from prior examples, ELT will provide the perspective

junior attorneys need to quickly gain competence

and confidence!

YOU 'LL  HAVE  CONSIDERABLE  REDUNDANCY
When you have a junior attorney prepare an initial

draft of a letter, discovery mechanism, or motion, it

often requires either tremendous revision or a

complete restructure.  This results in duplicative

work and reduced profitability.  When you send your

attorneys to ELT, they will gain the perspective and

understanding of the litigation process to quickly

contribute at a higher level, requiring less

redundancy, more contribution, and increased

profitability.
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